Celebrity Couple News: Scott
Disick Is ‘Really Happy’
Kylie Jenner Is Close to
Girlfriend Sofia Richie

By Katie Sotack
Long time friends Kylie Jenner and Sofia Richie are on the
mend, and no one is happier than Richie’s boyfriend, Scott
Disick. The inter-tangled friend/family history has made the
relationships difficult to parse out from one another, but
Disick is grateful to his baby mama’s sister, Jenner, for
welcoming his girl back into the family. The celebrity friends
were seen bikini clad and rejoicing on a tropical vacation to
Turks and Caicos, reaffirming to the world that everything was

a-ok between the two.

In celebrity couple news, Scott
Disick enjoys having the support of
Kylie Jenner when it comes to his
relationship. What are some ways to
support your ex’s new relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
With all the complicated feelings that even thinking about
your ex brings, having them bring their next S.O. into the
family is tricky to say the least. Jenner is supporting Disick
and Richie’s relationship like a mature and respectful ally.
Here are relationship tips to root for your ex’s new love:
1. Keep your distance: You see your ex repeating similar
patterns, you don’t think their new lover is treating them
right, etc. It’s so tempting to pinch the lovebirds on the
shoulder and straighten them out. Don’t do it. When you get
the temptation to meddle, take a deep breath and walk away. By
commenting on their current situation, you are adding your
baggage with ex-bae to their new love. It’s better to keep
your distance here.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Duchess Meghan Comments
On Her Relationship with Prince Harry to Pharrell
2. Accept their new partner: Possibly the biggest thing you
can do to support their relationship is accepting their new
partner. It doesn’t have to be as a close confidant, though
friendship is a great way to start this process. Welcome the
partner into your family space and accept them as a potential
life long member.

Related Link: Celebrity Vacation: Joe Jonas & Sophie Turner
Take Romantic Vacay After Second Wedding
3. Show social media support: If your friends and family can
see you liking and commenting on your ex’s new relationship
status, they’re more likely to show support as well. If you’re
acting bitter, it’s only natural they’d want to have your back
and criticize the couple. Be the bigger person and show no
negative will toward your ex.
How do you support your ex’s new relationship? Share in the
comments below!

